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1. INTRODUCTION
Visual displays are important for information retrieval. A good visual display should not only help
the viewer to see and sense the information, but also abstract and present the semantic structure of
the underlying information to facilitate searching and browsing. Depending on the type of
structures shown on the display, visual displays for information retrieval can be classified as
hierarchical displays, network displays, scatter displays, and map displays (LiD, 1993).
In previous research (Lin et al., 1991; Lin, 1992), we applied a neural networks learning algorithm,
Kohonens self-organizing feature map algorithm, to generate map displays for documents. The
map displays generated were found to be a good visual display for a document collection: they
preserved and showed the underlying statistical relationships of the input data (thus potentially
showing semantic relationships of the documents); they provided meaningful neighboring
relationships to support associations and visual inferences; and they showed hierarchies and
clusters through geographical features of the displays.
To evaluate such visual displays, and to continue searching display formats that facilitate
information seeking, we investigated how human subjects would generate map displays for
documents. Given a grid and a collection ofdocument titles, we can ask subjects to make a map by
putting the titles on the grid. What kind of maps do they generate? Do maps generated by the
subjects have properties similar to properties of maps generated by the algorithm? What are the
subjects main concerns in performing such a task? How do they decide which documents should
be put close together, which should be put far away? Are there any relationships between the
processes underlying the algorithm and the procedures that the subjects follow to complete the
task? Finally, how do maps generated by subjects help one browse and make relevance judgments
on documents shown on the maps? These questions led to the experimental study described in this
paper.
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